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Mrs Hobbit is a checkout chick. Always found this in tesco. I paid and left! We would like people to tell us, in their own
words, how they felt when the diagnosis was changed and whether it caused any difficulties for them. You couldn't
make it up. Went into the chemist once to get some to take on holiday and asked for 2 packs of 12 tablets you can only
get the 6 packs off the shelf and have to ask for 12 packs and was told I could only buy 1 pack of 12, but I could take 4
packs of 6 of the shelf and buy them: No common sense at all. Gawd i'm dreading coming back to the UK Bought the
night nurse and told her how ridiculous it was and that Id pop back later once she wasnt there to get the tablets at which
point she made it clear she'd be describing me to all her colleagues to ensure they didnt serve me - right little jobsworth!
The key factor with paracetemol OD is time to treatment. Often, only a small pack size or low strength of the medicine
may be sold. They told me that i had to be 16 to buy them myself. Some prescription-only medicines are classed as
controlled medicines, such as morphine, pethidine and methadone, due to their potential for abuse.Sep 2, - I know there's
a restriction on how much paracetamol I can buy; but does anyone know if there's a restriction on how much nurofen /
ibuprofen I can buy? Currently . The biggest packs of ibuprofen morrisons sells anyway are 84 mg tablets (i work in the
supermarket pharmacy) - not sure about other HOW MUCH IBUPROFEN CAN I TAKE IN A DAY (24 hrs. I tried to
buy 2 packs of paracetamol and 2 packs of ibuprofen in Morrisons yesterday. The checkout girl refused because of "the
law". Does anyone know the laws regarding this. I've looked up on google. I'm pretty sure that supermarkets follow
guidance that only 32 paracetamol are allowed at any time but. This is a petty and unnecessary law because anybody
wishing to buy more than 32 painkillers can simply buy them in more than one shop, or can scan several packs at
self-service checkouts in supermarkets. Meanwhile pharmacists are enjoying a monopoly over the sale of the larger
packs of painkillers for no good reason. Nov 26, - Often, only a small pack size or low strength of the medicine may be
sold. For example: the largest pack size of paracetamol that shops without a pharmacist working in them can sell is 16
tablets, but pharmacies can sell packs of 32 tablets; the highest strength of ibuprofen tablets that shops can sell is. of 77
results for Health & Household: Health Care: Medications & Treatments: Pain Relievers: Non-Aspirin: Ibuprofen:
Individual. Product Details Advil (50 Packets of 2 Capsules) Pain Reliever / Fever out of 5 stars $ 7 ($/Count)$
Subscribe & Save. More options available. I can buy whisky by the case and no one would care so why ibuprofen?
Local Tesco, wanted 3 packs of Paracetemol, silly billy on till refused to sell me 3 then needed supervisor to take 1 pack
back to the pharmacy isle, not allowed to be . Not suicide attempts or big overdoses but just taking a bit too much a bit
too often. Sep 25, - No it is not illegal to buy 2 packs of Paracetamol at the same time. 'When sold in pharmacies pack
sizes are limited to a maximum of 32 tablets, and in shops other than pharmacies pack sizes are limited to a maximum of
16 tablets. Multiple packs can be purchased provided the total does not exceed how to respond to customers who want
to buy larger quantities. Notices on shelving for customers and in the payment area for staff to raise awareness. Offers:
Promotional offers on medicines for pain relief should not directly encourage the purchase of more than one pack.
Explanation: Multi-buy offers such as 'buy one get. Jul 25, - Supermarket? they don't even look at how much you buy. I
neither took, nor needed, any pain relief after childbirth - the birth euphoria sees you through - how much can you
possibly be planning to stock up with? Bookmark I go to Costo for stock as you can buy Paracetamol and Ibuprofen in
bulk packs. I've just come away from the Aldi store at the Metrocentre in Gateshead, having given a friend a lift there
before we off to do some retail therapy shopping at the Metrocentre. I was buying two packets of Paracetamol and she
was getting two packets of Ibuprofen. I know that it is your company policy (stated on price signs) that.
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